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I.  VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURE 

1. Timing is terribly important in the book trade and the publishers might have chosen to hold it back until a more auspicious 

moment.     (A) perspicuous (B) conspicuous (C) propitious  (D) suspicious 

2. It was years since I had learned Spanish, and I really had to start from scratch again.  

(A) in advance   (B) by chance  (C) at once (D) from the beginning 

3. The size and simplicity of an Indian tepee or wigwam lead us to conclude that it was built more for practicality than for 

________.  (A) feasibility  (B) livability  (C) reservation (D) ostentation 

4. Appearing unstable and timorous to his fellows, the rabbit named Fiver in Bunnyville however proved his value to the 

community with repeated, ________ predictions. 

(A) superfluous (B) fallacious  (C) impeccable (D) indefinite 

5. He may think of himself as _____, but all of his decisions today have been wrong.  

(A)indolent  (B) sagacious  (C) salacious  (D) quiescent 

6. The driver needs to _____ his anger before someone becomes a victim of road rage. 

(A) ameliorate  (B) escalate  (C) venerate  (D) protract 

7. The mayor is usually a _____ when speaking to local business owners, but on rare occasions he speaks his true opinions. 

(A) sophist  (B) sycophant  (C) pedant  (D) novice 

8. The sales director said that the decline in the company’s sales last month was just a temporary _____. 

(A) abnegation  (B) apparition  (C) cementation  (D) aberration   

9. They had to pack enough food, water, and other ________items to support them for the long trip. 

(A) obnoxious    (B) amiable       (C) miscellaneous     (D) upright  

10. The country’s legislators requested the government to rise the ________on education.   

(A) expenditure   (B) galaxy        (C) revenge         (D) fallacy 

11. Social workers may launch a series of ________ to call people’s attention to their appeals.   

(A) attributions  (B) campaigns      (C) variants       (D) prescriptions 

12. Until the 17th century, ropes and baskets were the primary methods of transporting people and goods ________the heights. 

(A) as long as   (B) to and from      (C) at the same time (D) due to 

13. To my surprise, the nation’s high rate of unemployment has only affected ________in the technology market so far.  

(A) most of stock prices  (B) much of stock prices    (C) a little stock prices  (D) a few stock prices 

14. ________ of the number of mountain lions went as high as one million but now there are fewer than one hundred. 

(A) Estimations    (B) Estimating      (C) Estimates    (D) Estimatives 

15. It’s estimated that a country which sets higher educational standards for women has much lower infant mortality rate as well as 

_________ rate. (A) prosperity   (B) flourishing   (C) ferment    (D) fertility 

16. The ways in which an individual characteristically acquires, retains, and _________ information are collectively termed the 

individual’s learning style.  (A) retrievals    (B) retrieves   (C) retributives    (D) retraces 

17. Political cartoons __________ capsule versions of sarcastic and critical opinions. 

(A) serve as   (B) are serving   (C) serve   (D) be served 

18. ___________ a fairly long speech in a play is often presented as a recitative in the Taiwanese opera. 

(A) That it is    (B) There would be   (C) When there is    (D) What would be  

19. Each cell contains a number of chromosomes, ___________ genes determining what features the animal or human beings will 

have.   (A) each has    (B) each with       (C) has each    (D) with each  

20. Thousands of demonstrators held hands to demand more democracy, more transparency and less _______ from the government. 

(A)distortion  (B) corruption (C) dysfunction (D) impurity 

21. The boy scouts made a _____ to do good deeds that will help mankind. (A) porridge (B) plague (C) plaque (D) pledge 

22. I sent off my university application at the last minute and nearly _________. 

(A)made a close call (B) crossed the finger (C) missed the boat  (D) pulled my leg 

23. Learning without thought is labor lost; thought without learning is ____. 
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(A) perilous       (B) schematic       (C) petrified         (D) perverted 

24. The Civil War in 1863 ____ the United States into two nations – a southern Confederacy and a northern Union. 

(A) alienated      (B) acknowledged    (C) integrated     (D) severed 

25. Climatic conditions ________ considerably in Utah, largely because of differences in latitude and elevation. 

(A) are varied     (B) are variable     (C) vary             (D) varying 

26.  In the States, the salary of a nurse is much higher _____. 

(A) than a teacher   (B) in comparison against the salary of a teacher  (C)than that of a teacher   (D) to compare as a teacher 

27.  Unfortunately, that building had been ________ for years when local historians discovered its actual significance to the   

 immigrant community.    (A) in existence   (B) disintegrating      (C) appreciating     (D) thriving 

28.  Professional people appreciate _____ when it is necessary to cancel an appointment. 

 (A)you to call them                 (B) your calling them 

(C) that you should have called them      (D) that you are calling them 

29.  As a safety measure, the detonator for a nuclear device may be made of two pieces of equipment, _____ is controlled by a  

 different employee.       

(A) each of them       (B) each         (C)both of them     (D)each of which 

30.  _____ at breakfast this morning, you would understand why he is so overweight. 

(A) If you saw the amount of pancakes George consumed 

(B) If you had seen the number of pancakes George consumed 

(C) If you would see the amount of pancakes George consumed 

(D) When you see the number of pancakes George consumed 

31.  Effective steps have not been ________ by the government to improve the current economic depression. 

(A) done    (B) taken     (C) made     (D) set up 

 

II. CLOZE  

 Some of the most splendid African stools and thrones were found in those parts of the continent where gold was mined. The 

most famous of all was the Golden Stool of the Ashanti people who lived in West Africa. 

 At first glance, the polished wooden object doesn’t look like a stool. It appears to be a sculpture of an old woman, _32_ she 

carries on her head. Her hands, twice as large as normal, emphasize __33_. But at second glance, one realizes that the old woman’s 

load is a seat, and the structure is a very special kind of stool. 

 Carved from a single block of wood _34__, the stool is typical of those that were made for rulers of central African kingdoms. It 

is actually a throne. It represents the African tribal chief’s power and authority, and __35_ has a symbolic meaning. 

32.  (A) bent under the load (B) picking up the load      (C) stood under the load    (D) looking up the load 

33.  (A) what load they are (B) how heavy they are      (C)how heavy it is        (D) what load it is 

34.  (A) over a century before (B) more than a century ago  (C) over many years ago  (D) more than many years before 

35.  (A) one of a kind (B) each of its features       (C) one of the kind       (D) each of their features 

 

The gondola has been a part of Venice since the 11th century.    36  its slim shape and flat underside, the boat is perfectly 

adapted to maneuvering in Venice’s narrow, shallow canals. The front of the boat has a slight leftward curse to prevent it   37  

around in circles, as the gondolier, or operator of the boat, uses the oar only on the right side. In 1562, it was decided that all gondolas 

should be black to stop people from making an  38  show of their wealth.  Today, gondola rides are expensive, and are usually 

taken only by tourists. 

36.  (A) With    (B) Through   (C) Along    (D) From 

37.  (A) for not going  (B) not to go    (C) from going    (D) from not going 

38.  (A) omnipresent  (B) affluent   (C) adjacent    (D) ostentatious 

 

Impressionist painting ___39____ include relatively thin, yet visible brush __40___ emphasis on accurate __41___ of light in 

its changing qualities (often __42__ the effects of the passage of time), ordinary subject matter, inclusion of movement as a crucial 

element of human perception and experience, and unusual visual angles.  

39.  (A) characterization  (B) characteristics    (C) characters    (D) characteristic  

40.  (A) strengths    (B) strings     (C) strokes         (D) strikes  
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41.  (A) elaboration   (B) depiction      (C) transcription    (D) inscription   

42 .  (A) accentuating   (B) accentuated    (C) accelerating    (D) accelerated  

 

Camel racing in the Arabian Peninsula is an example of a tradition that __43_ both a social and a scientific institution. Wealthy 

sheikhs provide financial support and prize money that __44__ Bedouin owners of racing camels, as well as their trainers and jockeys 

of secure futures without their having to forsake their nomadic way of life. ___45__, owner sheikhs, competing coming themselves, 

have transformed the sport. Today it is an institution as organized and as scientifically sophisticated as horse racing is elsewhere. 

Camel clinics, fitted out with the latest available technology, have been established. Veterinarians are employed to provide care and 

treatment for the camels, both at the clinics and in the Bedouin camps. They also conduct sophisticated research: on embryo 

transplants, on the cross-breeding of different camel strains, and on the development of training techniques based on studies of the 

camel’s physiology. The sport succeeds, therefore, in __46   past and present, both by supporting the nomadic way of life and by 

promoting scientific research.  

43.  (A) has evolved into       (B) evolving into     (C) is evolving into       (D) had been evolving into 

44.  (A) resurrects       (B) ensures        (C) assures           (D) assumes 

45.  (A) On the contrary   (B) In other words   (C) For example    (D) At the same time 

46.  (A) mixing      (B) dangling      (C) balancing    (D) differentiating 

  

A Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) is an online course aimed at unlimited participation and open access via the web. 

___47____traditional course materials such as videos, readings, and problem sets, MOOCs provide interactive user forums that help 

build a community for students, professors, and teaching assistants (TAs). MOOCs are a recent development in distance education 

which ___48___ to emerge in 2012.  ___49___ early MOOCs often emphasized open access features, such as connectivism and 

open licensing of content, structure, and learning goals, to promote the reuse and remixing of resources, some notable newer MOOCs 

use closed licenses for their course materials, while maintaining free access for students. 

47. (A) However,     (B) In addition to    (C) Regardless of   (D) Despite of 

48. (A) began      (B) beginning    (C) has begun    (D) was beginning 

49. (A) When      (B) Because     (C) Although    (D) As 

          

Listening plays a very important part in the second-language acquisition, to the point that certain methodologies have been 

built on this fact. Two examples are Total Physical Response and Natural Approach. 

In addition, of the total time spent on communicating, listening __50__  40-50%; speaking, 25-30%; reading, 11-16%; and 

writing , about 9%. What is more, a survey of 454 students in an intensive ESL program showed that the students themselves clearly 

recognized the importance of listening, and expressed the desire that more of it __51__.   Listening comprehension is so important 

because when listening, listeners often have no control over what will be “coming at” them, particularly in one-way communication 

situations, as in a lecture. Listeners have no control over what is going to be said, how it is going to be said, and how quickly it is 

going to be said. In two-way communication, as in dialogue, the listener’s responses and reactions do influence the speaker. The 

situation is quite different with speaking, where the speaker can __52__ meaning across with limited proficiency by judicious use of 

communication strategies. Even with reading, there is not the same time pressure, and readers can go back over what they have read, 

and __53__ a dictionary if they wish to. In listening, the transient spoken word “comes at” listeners very fast and is gone! 

50. (A) takes on      (B) takes off       (C) takes in       (D) takes up 

51. (A) is taught     (B) be taught       (C) taught        (D) being taught 

52. (A) have        (B) give           (C) get           (D) let 

53. (A) appeal to     (B) relate to        (C) apply to        (D) resort to 

 

The British music industry is to sue 28 internet users it says are illegally swapping music online. The British Phonographic 

Industry (BPI) says it is targeting “major uploaders” ---  54   make music available to share free with others. Music file-sharers 

have been _55_ a decline in world-wide CD sales. The BPI’s actions follow that of its US counterpart which is already suing those it 

calls the worst  56  . It says more cases are expected to come.  

54. (A) who       (B) those who    (C) computers that   (D) software that 

55. (A) blamed for    (B) caused     (C) resulted    (D) charging  

56. (A) allegations     (B) accusations   (C) offenders     (D) violations 
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III. Comprehension:  

i.   Americans eat more potato chips than any other snack food. Legend has it that the creation of this crunchy snack all started as a 

practical joke. 

In the late 1700s, future president Thomas Jefferson returned to America from France, bringing with him the recipe for 

“potatoes fried in the French manner.” Jefferson served these French-fried potatoes to his guests at dinner parties, and the dish 

became popular. Unlike the French fries Americans eat nowadays, they were thick-cut potato slices meant to be eaten with a fork. 

They soon found their way to restaurant menus. 

 In 1853 chef George Crum worked at Moon Lake Lodge, an upscale resort in Saratoga Springs, New York, which hosted 

America’s rich and famous. One summer evening, railroad tycoon Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt visited the lodge for dinner and 

ordered French-fried potatoes, which Chef Crum cooked in the standard, thick-cut style. 

 The Commodore complained that the potatoes were cut too thick and sent them back to the kitchen. Though Chef Crum had 

cooked this dish as it was usually prepared, he cut some slightly thinner potatoes for the Commodore and sent these to the table. But 

the Commodore sent them back again to be cut thinner. The chef, proving to be the Commodore’s equal, cut the potatoes paper-thin 

and fried and salted them until they were too crisp to be picked up with a fork. 

 Chef Crum sent these out and waited, prepared to meet with the Commodore’s wrath. Surprisingly, the waiter returned to tell 

Crum that the Commodore loved his “crunch potato slices” and shared them with his friends. Before long everyone wanted them, and 

they were added to the menu as “Saratoga Chips.” 

57. A good title for this passage would be__________. 

(A) Potato Chips: Americans’ Favorite Snack    (B) The Origin of Potato Chips 

(C) Saratoga Chips: the Original Potato Chips   (D) Chef Crum Creating Potato Chips 

58. The American French fries and the French-fried potatoes are different in that__________. 

(A) President Jefferson ate the French food in the American style  

(B) Americans did not like potatoes fried in French manner  

(C) French-style potato fries were thick-cut slices to be eaten with a fork 

(D) French fries became more popular in the American restaurant 

59. “Legend has it that…”means the story __________. 

(A) is a joke (B) has been told many times (C) has been passed down from earlier times (D) is popular but not necessarily true 

60. It is NOT true that __________. 

(A) the standard style of French-fried potatoes is thick-cut 

(B) Serving the railroad tycoon paper-thin potato slices is a prank 

(C) Chef Crum made the potato slices thin and crisp a special menu item 

(D) the Commodore liked the crunchy potato slices and shared them with friends 

61. The general tone of this passage can be described as __________. 

(A) honest  (B) mocking   (C) persuasive   (D) hysterical 

 

ii.   Have you ever seen bipedal humanoid robots?  These two-legged, human-like robots can perform in exhibitions or assist 

people with household chores.  Some bipedal humanoid robots were unveiled in the 1990s and have been improved since then.  

Both the Sony Corporation, with its Dream Robot, and the Honda Corporation, with its robot called ASIMO, have made innovative 

advances in the past decade.  The recent model is operated by a computer through a wireless network system.  Carrying a 

lithium-ion battery in its backpack, the robot can move freely for at least one hour without recharging. 

 In general, a humanoid robot can walk, jump, and run like a human.  It can dance and sing and even do tricks.  Also, it can 

walk up and down stairs steadily on its own.  Equipped with visual sensors and force sensors, it can step forward or backward to 

shake hands with people.  What’s more amazing is that it can get on a stage and correctly conduct musicians during a concert 

performance.  Although it can provide entertainment to consumers, a humanoid robot is actually designed to help handicapped and 

elderly people.  It can understand voice commands and carry out instructions.  Its size is suitable for helping a person confined to a 

bed or a wheelchair.  Also, it can serve meals, give or receive objects, move away heavy objects, and clean around the house.   

62. A bipedal humanoid robot ________. 

(A) looks like an animal       (B) has human forms or features  (C) can direct science-fiction films  (D) has no hands 

63. A humanoid robot can ________. 

(A) perform in exhibitions    (B) dance and sing        (C) follow the instructions     (D) All of the above  
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64. Humanoid robots are actually designed to ________. 

(A) help people in need    (B) have fun    (C) damage people’s health  (D) show off 

65. Which of the following statement is not true? 

(A) A humanoid robot is controlled by a computer.        (B) A humanoid robot had been improved before 1990s. 

(C) A humanoid robot can do many tasks.               (D) Some bipedal humanoid robots are from Japan. 

 

iii.   Despite the physical fitness boom, a large proportion of Americans still fail to exercise regularly.  In particular, people who 

begin exercise programs because of an identified health risk are as likely as not to drop out within three to six months.  Thus, 

psychologists have been trying to develop exercise programs that will keep people exercising.  As in the case of smoking cessation 

programs, the encouragement and support of spouses have been found to play a major role in keeping people from dropping out of 

exercise programs.  In addition, people are more likely to continue exercising when they are in a group rather than individual 

programs.  Finally, people are more likely to adhere to a fitness program if they can incorporate the exercise into their daily lives-for 

example, by walking instead of driving short distances, or by walking up and down a few flights of stairs instead of taking the 

elevator. 

66. Who would play a major role in keeping people from dropping out of exercise programs? 

(A) psychologists    (B) neighbors   (C) husband or wife  (D) coworkers 

67. People are more likely to continue exercising if they attend ________. 

(A) individual program (B) in a group   (C) with a colleague  (D) with a trainer 

68. People are more likely to incorporate exercise into their daily lives, they ________. 

(A) invite the friends and go to the gym to work out 

(B) purchase the equipment and exercise at home 

(C) get any chance to exercise, for example, walk instead of driving short distances 

(D) join the sports competition and exercise 

 

iv.  A child's place in the family birth order may play a role in the type of occupations that will interest him or her as an adult. In two 

related studies, researchers at Ohio State University, Columbus, found that only children--and, to a certain extent, first-born 

ones--were more interested in intellectual, cognitive pursuits than later-born offspring were. In contrast, later-born children more 

likely leaned toward artistic and outdoors-related careers. 

These results fit into theories that say a child’s place in family birth order will influence personality, indicates professor of 

psychology Frederick T.L. Leong. "Parents typically place different demands and have different expectations of children depending 

on their birth order. For example, parents may be extremely protective of only children and worry about their physical safety. That 

may be why only children are more likely to show interest in academic pursuits rather than physical or outdoor activities. In addition, 

those who are an only child will tend to get more time and attention from their parents than children with siblings." 

Parents may also encourage only or first-born offspring to pursue interests that could lead to a prestigious career like lawyer or doctor. 

That may be why later-born ones are more likely to show interests in artistic careers. "As they have more children, parents tend to 

become more open and relaxed, and that may allow younger children to be more risk-taking," Leong explains. "If the first-born or 

only child wants to be a poet that may concern parents. But by the fourth child, parents may not mind as much." 

 

69. What is the main purpose of this article? 

(A) It describes how parents can help their later-born children achieve academic success. 

(B) It demonstrates why some children cannot reach their social goals. 

(C) It explains how a child’s birth order may predict his/her future achievements. 

(D) It suggests that children’s personalities influence their career selection.  

70. According to the article, which of the following characteristics may be less common among first-born or only children? 

(A) risk-taking   (B) conservative   (C) carefree    (D) artistic 

71. What does the article imply about one’s birth order in the family? 

(A) It may influence one’s future career.    (B) It can decide one’s academic achievement. 

(C) It may determine one’s intellectual level.   (D) It can predict one’s relations with his/her siblings. 

72. According to Prof. Leong, why do many first-born or only children pursuit intellectual professions? 

 (A) They are more talented in these areas than their younger siblings. 
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 (B) They are physically weak to take laboring jobs. 

 (C) They are afraid of losing the parents’ attention. 

 (D) They are encouraged by the parents to develop in these areas. 

  

v.  The piranha is a much-maligned fish. Most people think that this is a deadly creature that swarms through rivers and creeks of 

the Amazon rainforest looking for victims to tear apart. And woe betide anyone unlucky enough to be in the same water as a shoal of 

piranhas. It takes only a few minutes for the vicious piranhas to reduce someone to a mere skeleton. The truth is that the piranha is 

really a much more nuanced animal than the mindless killer depicted in the media. In fact, piranhas are a group made up of 

approximately twelve different species. Each piranha species occupies its own ecological niche. One type of piranha takes chunks out 

of the fins of other fish. Another type eats fruit falling from trees into the river. Each piranha species plays a unique role in the 

ecology of the rainforest floodplains. So what should you do next time you hear someone talking about the “deadly piranha”? You 

can remind them that the piranha is not always the notorious killer fish that the tough, muscular heroes of popular nature television 

shows would have us believe. 

73. The primary purpose of this paragraph is to  

(A) correct misconceptions about the piranha.  (B) illustrate the importance of piranhas in rainforest ecology. 

(C) describe two different species of piranhas.   (D) instruct us on what to say if someone describes the piranha as “deadly.” 

74. The writer uses the old-fashioned expression woe betide to  

(A) highlight the danger posed by piranhas.     (B) suggest that the reputation of the piranha is well-deserved. 

(C) emphasize the sarcastic tone.             (D) indicate that the passage was written in the 19
th

 century. 

75. Which is the best definition for nuanced? 

(A) petty      (B) rough    (C)meticulous   (D) refined 

76. The exaggeration of the piranha being deadly and vicious is used at the beginning of the paragraph to 

(A) frame an argument that is supported in a later paragraph. 

(B) create ambiguity so the reader cannot be sure which position the writer supports. 

(C) juxtapose the myth of the piranha with the truth about the fish.  

(D) evoke vivid images of nature television shows in the reader’s mind. 

77. Which of the following is supported by the paragraph? 

(A) A total of twelve different species of piranhas are found in the world. 

(B) Not all the information provided in the nature television shows is true. 

(C) The deadliest type of the piranha can even eat and digest animal bones. 

(D) Most types of piranha eat fruits. 

 

vi.  “Who is qualified to teach ESP (English for Specific Purposes)?” This is the most frequently asked question and the core of 

many debates in the field of language education. Because ESP courses incorporate specific content, administrators, teachers, and even 

students, some may believe that content teachers should teach ESP. The rationale for such an argument is it would be difficult to ask 

traditional English teachers, most of whom are trained in the humanities, to teach from materials related to business, sciences, 

medicine, engineering, or other content areas. In higher education, content professors are experts in the specialized disciplines, and 

many possess good English skills from their academic training. Therefore, many administrators and other stakeholders often consider 

content teachers to be the most effective ESP teachers. However, most content professors put priority on their own research and 

content teaching and thus are less interested in taking on the responsibilities of teaching English. In those cases where content 

professors are asked to teach ESP, the classes are likely to lose their original language focus because content teachers tend to spend 

more time teaching research and content knowledge. In addition, content teachers usually lack appropriate training in teaching 

methods and in classroom management. Many tend to apply outdated approaches, such as translation or audio-lingual methods, 

because that was how they learned English. 

78. What is the main purpose of this paragraph? 

(A) To explain the rationale of how to teach English to students with specific needs. 

(B) To summarize the development of ESP teacher training and curriculum design. 

(C) To emphasize the importance of providing adequate teacher training to content professors. 

(D) To compare the qualification of language vs. content teachers in teaching ESP courses. 
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79. According to the article, which of the followings may be a problem for content teachers instructing ESP courses? 

 (A) Their English proficiency is insufficient to hold such courses. 

 (B) They may not possess up-to-date teaching techniques. 

 (C) They lack professional knowledge in the specific content areas. 

 (D) They hold negative attitude toward the concept of ESP in higher education. 

80. What ESP rationale does this paragraph imply? 

(A) The main purpose of an ESP course is to teach English but not academic content. 

(B) The content area is the primary concern of an ESP course. 

(C) An ESP course should balance between content knowledgeand language skills.  

(D) An ESP course is better team-taught by a content and a language professor. 

  

 

 

貳、臺南文史 

單選題：以下題目共 20題,為四選一單選選擇題  (每題 1分，共 20分) 

81. 下列哪一個文化園區是早期臺南舊城發展的中心，區內古蹟眾多，是台灣少數擁有荷據、明鄭建築的文化園區。而且在

這區塊內擁有三個國家一級古蹟？(A)孔廟文化園區(B)民生綠園文化園區 (C)五條港文化園區 (D)赤崁文化園區。 

82. 下列何者不是臺南主要傳統香科？(A)七股香 (B)麻豆香 (C)學甲香 (D)西港香。 

83. 四草砲台是下列哪位人士於中英鴉片戰爭時修築籌勘的？(A)沈葆禎 (B)蔣元樞 (C)姚瑩 (D)劉銘傳。 

84. 臺南公園裡有一個「重道崇文」牌坊，是嘉慶皇帝獎勵下列哪位人士出資興學而興建的？(A)蔣毓英 (B)吳尚新 (C)林朝

英 (D)林獻堂。 

85. 於十九世紀末期從英國引進全台灣第一架新式印刷機並印行許多白話字出版品的「聚珍堂」(新樓書房)舊址位於現在臺

南市的哪裡？(A)臺南一中 (B)臺南神學院 (C)成功大學 (D)臺南女中。 

86. 日軍侵台，臺南府城混亂，當地仕紳與外國商人，推派英籍牧師為使者，領日軍進城。請問這個牧師是誰？(A)蘭大衛 (B)

巴克禮 (C)馬偕 (D)辜顯榮。 

87. 出生於臺南市，且獲美國哥倫比亞大學哲學博士，為當時台灣第一位哲學博士，可惜後來於 1947 年二二八民變中罹難

者是誰？(A)林燕臣 (B)湯德章 (C)林茂生 (D)王育德。 

88. 臺南市的最南方是在什麼地方？(A)歸仁區的大潭 (B)關廟區的龜洞 (C)龍崎區的興化店 (D)仁德區的中洲。 

89. 下列哪一個埤塘是由倒風內海的海汊堵水而形成的？(A)虎頭埤 (B)下茄苳埤 (C)德元埤 (D)尖山埤。 

90. 臺南市境內哪些地區，因為鄭氏時期嚴格規定不可混圈或侵占平埔族土地，致當時較少有漢人聚落產生？(A)佳里、麻豆、

善化、新化 (B)白河、東山、新營、後壁 (C)下營、鹽水、學甲、柳營 (D)西港、七股、北門、安定。 

91. 觀察清代臺南地區的民變，以郭光侯案與張丙案為例，可以發現以下哪一項是產生這兩種民變的最關鍵因素？(A)外來力

量介入 (B)吏治不良 (C)天災頻頻 (D)班兵械鬥。 

92. 清代臺南地區的哪一種信仰，可以反映出移墾開發時期，人們崇鬼尚巫懼其作祟及不忍其曝屍路野的民胞物與情懷？(A)

王爺信仰 (B)玄天上帝信仰 (C)土地公信仰 (D)厲鬼信仰。 

93. 嘉南大圳完成後，農民卻對大圳及 3 年輪灌制有所排斥，在各項致使農民排斥的原因中，以哪項最讓農民反感？(A)水租

負擔過重 (B)強制農民輪作 (C)不給予水路及地上物補償 (D)強迫農民組織實行小組合。 

94. 日治時期，楊逵的哪篇作品被葉石濤《台灣文學史綱》譽為「使台灣新文學運動發展達到尖峰」？(A)《台灣連翹》(B)

《送報伕》 (C)《鬥鬧熱》(D)《寒夜三部曲》。 

95. 七股寮仔、七十二份、公地尾、九塊厝⋯，這些都是七股區的庄頭，這些地名的由來都和什麼有關？(A)曬鹽 (B)開墾 (C)

地形 (D)捕魚。 

96.《玉山魂》是一部如史詩般壯麗的長篇小說，藉由一名布農族少年的成長之路，生動且鉅細靡遺地描繪傳統布農族原住

民與山林共存的部落生活。作者是 (A)瓦歷斯諾幹(B)撒古流 (C)夏曼藍波 (D)霍斯陸曼‧伐伐。 

97. 旅居芝加哥的臺南市散文作家許達然於六○年代以那兩本散文集飲譽文壇：(A)《土》與《吐》 (B)《同情的理解》與《水

邊》(C)《水邊》與《人行道》 (D)《遠方》與《含淚的微笑》。 

98. 古厝是歷史的見證者，也是寶貴的文化遺產，曾經在「噍吧哖事件」慘遭焚燒的，是哪家古厝？(A)三和姚宅 (B)豐里張

宅 (C)二埔張宅 (D)竹圍江宅。 

99. 全世界第一個在都市中，拍攝到紅色精靈的高空放電現象是下列哪一個機關？(A)國立新化高中 (B)氣象局南區氣象中心 

(C)國立成功大學 (D)臺南市南瀛科學教育館。 

100.臺南市海邊存在不少如青鯤鯓、南鯤鯓等地名，請問「鯤鯓」指的是何種海岸地形？(A)海埔新生地 (B)潟湖 (C)沙灘 (D)

沙洲。 

 


